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HAS THE LIBRARY GOT TWICE AS
BIG OR TWICE AS BUSY?
In March 2012 Penoyre & Prasad
won a competition to design an
extension and refurbishment of
the main library at the University
of Kent. As project leader for the
P&P team I was quickly immersed
in the idea of the university
library and thought back to my own
experience at Sheffield University.

flirting, the scent of old paper
mingled with sound of sneezing in
what was a fantastic building that
has recently been revived again by
Avanti Architects in its true glory.
1996 doesn’t seem like that long
ago but lets consider what has
changed since then. My course
had 70 people, the same course,
now recruits double that number
When I started my course in 1996, – has the library got twice as big or
the library was a hushed place twice as busy? None of my
of furtive glances, a site of much cohort had a mobile phone or a
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laptop. Internet and email was
new in our second year and the
uptake was slow – what impact
have new technologies made on
how students use the library? In
1996 university fees were zero,
now they are nine thousand
pounds a year – do students expect
more from the university library
now they are paying for it?
I was keen to see how these changes in technology and the fees had
had an impact on the library
space itself. On my first visit to the
library at Kent, I saw that things
had changed a bit from my Sheffield experience but spatially, the
library wasn’t actually that different. There was more noise, people were working in groups much
more and there was a new specially designed area to accommodate this activity. There was still
a burgeoning store of books on
the shelves and distinctive paper
scented library air but there were

< Scenes from the existing library
at University of Kent (2012). Clockwise from top left: Group space;
Silent Space with fixed PCs; Book
shelving, open access ‘Core Text’
collection; Social Space.
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less books on desks. I thought that
perhaps the rumours you hear,
that students no longer concentrate, that the library has turned
into one big café, are right.
Listening more carefully and
sticking around longer, however,
I found that in the melee of paper, cups, phones and the like that
a maths problem was being debated and solved. Students were
teaching each other, their tutors
dropped in and suggested directions, students scattered off and
worked in pairs. Elsewhere in corners on the floor individual students, cross-legged, were working
alone, making do with whatever
surface they could find to study.
The library was full to the seams
and appeared still essential to the
university, still vibrant.

I set up a framework for a practice interior spaces of the library);
led research project split into three
phases:
prototyping (to explore, develop
and test how design can respond
history (to put into perspective to changing ways of using the lirecent changes with the develop- brary at a life scale in parallel to a
ment of the academic library over real design project).
time),
These phases form the structure
ethnography (to better under- of this report, I’ll take you through
stand how students are using the each one in turn.

THE LIBRARY, FULL TO ITS SEAMS,
IS STILL ESSENTIAL TO THE
UNIVERSITY

This short initial period in the library led me to a desire to spend
more time there to observe how
changes in technologies, learning
patterns and so on had effected
what people do in the library and
how spatial design can respond.

> Visualisation of the new Templeman Library extension
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The history of the library in time
is rich, vast and well documented.
Less well explored are the furniture and fittings of the library
which make up its intimate
spaces. These are the places of
the library which people occupy
and experience as individuals.
In mapping the evolution of the
university library I was seeking
to hone in on these person scale
spaces to look at how the design
of such spaces have developed
over time, identify what they have
in common and what we can
learn from them today.
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Inspired by the vibrant and
cheerfully noisome library I found
at University of Kent Library’s
social ground floor, pictured and
discussed to the right are five
intriguing historical examples that
use the sound of the library to
take us back through time.
11

These examples illustrate the
development of the library as an
interior place at the individual
person scale. They are a quick
stop tour, part of a delightful
journey that would be an excellent research project in itself.

v Below and centre - Chained
book stalls at Wells Cathedral
Library; Bottom - Chained book
stalls at Leiden University LIbrary

^ Gloucester Cathedral carrels

At Gloucester cathedral (constructed 1318-1412 ) individual
carrels were constructed to
contain sound as monks chanted
and read aloud . In common
with other monastic libraries of
the time, books, were kept in a
What the spaces to the right have windowless room which only the
in common with each other is the librarian entered.
impact of the knowledge medium
The carrels were sealed off from
on the design of the individual
the rest of the cathedral with
space providing a desk surface
timber at each end of the run,
perfectly sized for a book to be
creating a library reading room.
read or a word processor to be
The placement of the carrels
typed upon. What impact will
at the façade brings in daylight
new media tools - tablets, smart
phones, interactive surfaces - have whilst the stone barriers create
niches which are likely to have
on design today?
been further partitioned with
Each space is in dialogue with the timber to soften noise and make a
overall library design with the in- single person reading space that
timate personal space negotiating is a focused and beautiful place
light and sound. The spaces help to be.
create the focussed atmosphere
and personal experience of the
library which still holds the key to
why people come to the library
today.
05

Next, to the clink of chains.
When books were still few and
incredibly precious, each one was
chained to its shelf, to prevent its
theft, with reading space arranged
around it. Chained libraries (appearing circa 1100 – 1500) often
provided a coherent library in
miniature: a place to sit; a shelf to
store books; integrated signage to
allow to navigation to an individual text. There are some excellent
surviving examples of the refined
joinery of the lecturns in chained
libraries.
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Now to the creak of revolving tables, the wheel desk, pictured below, is an early example of a piece
of furniture that allows knowledge to be shared and presented
to others, a lazy susan for words.
Found in Church of S. Nicholas,
Great Yarmouth and pictured
in 1903 by JW Clark, this is an
unusual piece of furniture that
enables knowledge to be sorted
spatially, a mechanical ancestor
of the web, a way to connect different pieces of information and
thoughts on different levels.
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The picture to the below shows
a revolving book display at the
Wren Library Trinity College,
Cambridge which has a hint of
the spatiality of the wheel desk.
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v Top - Wheel desk at Church
of St Nicolas; Bottom - Revolving Book Display/Desk at Wren
Library Trinity College
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^ Merton College Library, University of Oxford

^ London School of Economics,
circa 1970

The print revolution enabled
books to become ubiquitous and
libraries to thrive, books and
reader space sometimes remained
entwined as in this academic
library where stalls of books had
integrated reading space or created niches between stalls allowed
reading space in between.

Finally for this acoustic tour, the
click of typewriters leads us to the
LSE in the 70’s where the digital
revolution was beginning.
17

Merton College, Oxford library
was refitted in the 16th century
with these new book shelves.
According to the library’s own
website this is likely the first to
be used in England and quickly
repeated across other academic
libraries.

We can see a bustling student
environment, crammed study
tables top and a word processing
room above. Images from the
period also show early language
and media labs began to appear
in libraries. Media, fixed and
heavy, was given its own place in
the university library.
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> Making do

I love watching how people use
buildings, seeing what they have
done when the architect is gone
and not looking. After a building is
‘practically complete’ people use
it, change it, inhabit it, paint it.
Watching this process of inhabiting can help us understand where
the design works or not and how
people have adapted it over time
to suit their needs.
After building a brief for the University of Kent library project
from conversations with the university and library team, building
visits and surveys, I spent a number of days in the library using it
myself and observing how the academics, students and others used
it.
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> Lolling

I used timelapse photography to
help analyse the ethnography,
here is a summary of some behaviours I observed showing how
the library is being used to day
in ways you may not expect. The
timelapse footage can be viewed at
www.thinkspaceresearch.tumblr.
com or as a series of stills on the
next double spread overleaf.

gather around to get the most
precise knowledge. This brings an
urgency to the library and creates
a micro-environment with its own
noise level formed by the movement and chatter of people.

This behaviour suggests a need for
an optimum level of flexibility in
peer to peer environments to provide students with an adjustable
environment that they can quickly
Making Do
Students are expert at make do, and intuitively adapt with miniin the first timelapse study we mum of fuss.
see a group of students who have
pushed two tiny little round tables Lolling
together and spread out their ar- I’m sure you won’t have expected
ray of multi-media to work on a students to sit still but most library
problem. The group changes size space is set up to have people sitand at the prospect of an im- ting at a standard height desk surpromptu tutorial and the students face and due to the cost and ro-

WHAT NEW BEHAVIOURS ARE HAPPING IN THE LIBRARY THAT MAY
INFLUENCE LIBRARY DESIGN?

SPATIALISING KNOWLEDGE IS PERHAPS THE
MOST SIGNIFICANT NEW BEHAVIOUR IN THE
CONTEMPORARY UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
bustness demanded of chairs the
simplest stackable is the most common chair we find in the library.
In the second timelapse study we
see people overruling again, seeking comfort and expression. The
behavior is christened here as lolling to describe fidgeting, rocking,
twisting and striking a pose.

ing. He’s using the whiteboard like
a map and moving back and forth
between the desk where he works
out elements before displaying
them in context. Discarded ideas
are thrown on the floor, the right
answers are scribed on the wall for
the rest to see.
In the silent area of the library,
with its repeated reliable cells, students use shelves and desk surfaces to layout and compartmentalize
knowledge from different sources
and covering different topics.

accessing knowledge through dif- its in an informal café type enviferent media simultaneously.
ronment or a large reading room
needs to provide space and an
Space Hopping
atmosphere that enables focused
Viewing the library space overall, study.
in the final timelapse study, we can
see constant movement, groups The ethnographic investigation
get bigger and smaller, individuals into the library showed me that
shift and reposition. This is Space there is a need for new interior
Hopping – students using the li- environments that can better supbrary are working in different en- port the behaviours we observe.
vironments over the course of the Before heading into a design
day, whilst some have a favourite phase, I wanted to test my findings
home, a place they always come through talking to students, see
to others use different parts of the these overleaf.
library for its different environments. Writing with a background
of white café noise, reading in a
silent corner on the floor secreted behind a bookcase or problem
solving through conversations in
the stairwell.

Designing to include space for
lolling is about comfort, difference
and choice. It suggests providing
furniture that allows student to sit,
stand or even lie down in different
ways. Small things can make a
difference such as providing arms I call this Spatialising knowledge
on chairs and seating at different and I think as students mix more
sources of knowledge – using their
heights.
phones to access websites whilst
referring to a book, whilst writing
Spatialising
The next behavior is perhaps on a tablet – it becomes a really
the significant of all. In the third important opportunity for furnitimelapse study you can see a stu- ture to support in the university In all these situations there is an
dent working out a problem and environment. Inherent in the idea overriding need for focus and conusing space to structure his think- of spatialising is that students are centration. Every space, whether
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> Spatilaising
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> Space Hopping
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< Stills from the timelapse
showing students ‘making do’
with small tables and an array of
multi-media.
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^ Stills from the timelapse showing a student ‘lolling’ changing
her body position whilst studying.

^ Stills from the timelapse showing a student ‘spatialising knowledge’ with a whiteboard screen.

> Stills from the timelapse showing students ‘space hopping’
using different study spaces for
different activities.
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> The ThinkSpace conversation
tool
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INTERACTION WITH STUDENTS

After observing students using
the library space I wanted to test
out the observations I’d made by
discussing them with the students
themselves. I find a really good
way to consult with people about
places is to use play. Game based
interaction tools can help everyone in a group have a say, making
a conversation build in a positive
way.

v Detail from the conversation
tool showing links between activities, environments and tools in
the library.
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I developed an interaction tool to
help structure a conversation with
students around what activities
they do in the library, the props,
atmosphere and spatial settings
they need to carry them out. The
workshop was carried out with
both undergraduate and postgraduate students in three workshops which included 40 undergraduates and 20 post graduates
representing the full range of arts,
humanities, sciences and social
sciences. The background board
showed the acoustic and behavior
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settings in the current library at
Kent which has silent (open plan –
working together in silence), quiet
(permitted to work in groups and
pairs) and social areas (hustle bustle often part of café) – very common set up in university libraries.

the consultation groups agreed
that their favoured environment
to work in, on a regular basis, is
quiet but not secluded from others
working around them. However,
some students required a totally
silent environment. When discussing the ideal group space students
had varied opinions on levels of
acoustic privacy and feeling of
enclosure. Library designers are
thus challenged to create a range
of spaces to allow for students to
choose. This range could be supported but should not depend on
adjustable elements of spaces as
some students are keen to adjust
but others will ‘put up’ with what
is there as shown in the 'making
do' behavoural studies.

Students were asked to pick an
activity that they carry out in the
library – for example writing an
essay – and link this to spatial and
environmental characteristics like
fresh air, quiet room and props
like coffee, laptop etc. This gives
us a map of what people do in the
library and what they need to support these activities. Through a series of cards with sketched interior
furniture settings, the tool then enables a link between the activities,
Places
props and spatial settings.
Using images of exemplar projects we held a guided discussion
Activities and Settings
Students noted that many activi- to analyse the pros and cons of
ties such as ‘solve a problem’ in- the interior settings and furniture
volve moving around the library in the existing Templeman library
blurring the boundaries between including a comparison to other
the defined spaces; Silent space, university libraries.
quiet space, social space and external space. The frequent use of Library External Landscape:
marginal space shows how varied Some students felt that the benthe needs of different readers are efit of working in the external
– ie one space does not fit all.
area surrounding the library is
the ability to choose anywhere to
A majority of undergraduate sit and engage with the natural
students (approximately 70%) in environment whilst working. This

supports the idea of 'Space Hopping' observed in the ethnographic phase where students change
location across a studying day.
Open Reader Space: It was highlighted that the existing quiet zone
in the central core (level 2) is a popular space to work, as it is a versatile space that ‘can be used for anything’, its possible to 'find friends
there' and there are nice outward
views over Canterbury. As a result
of its popularity, it often becomes
too overcrowded to function as a
quiet space, there are not enough
plugs to serve the number of students using the space, and there is
sometimes a social awkwardness
when few students are occupying
a large group booth and others
don’t want to intrude and share
the space. Good outward views
was raised as a popular environmental feature of reader space.

Open Reader Spaces With Fixed
PCs: The existing PC rooms are
popular spaces to work because
students like working on the fixed
PCs provided by the library as they
have the software they need. Students felt that they could improve
by incorporating the computer
into, or underneath, the table so as
to leave only the screen, keyboard
and mouse on the desk, creating
more space for a pile of books
and/or other working equipment.

Semi-open Group Reader Space:
Circular group reader booths, as
existing in the library, were described as inefficient due to the
large amount of space that they
take up in relation to the small
tables within them, so often one
or two people occupy the whole
booth. The four-person tables
shown in the presentation were
favoured for group work as there
is sufficient amount of space for
Semi-Open Reader Space: Plugs everyone to work and the seats are
along the centre of a long table high enough for it to feel private.
was a popular furniture option for
this type of space. The option of Media Reader Space and Private
partition walls on tables was pop- Group Space: Private spaces for
28
ular so long as there is a sufficient watching films, with comfortable
amount of space to spread out chairs, were favoured in this dis- ^ Conversations using the ThinkSpace tool
books. The existing timber carrels cussion. Students agreed that they v The completed board at the end of a consultation session
were favoured over the ‘office-like’ prefer to do group work that reexample shown to the students. quires a screen in a private room
At this stage I held a two day
One student suggested a mag- as opposed to openly, as the light
charette with second year stunetic/whiteboard partition wall control in open spaces can be difdents at KSA, to explore the
in order to display notes and per- ficult and others in the surround
design questions. The students
sonalise the space - the suggestion area, not working as hard, can be
did one day of research and
of personalisation of reader space a distraction.
one day of design with a crit
was received favourably amongst
at the end.
the students. Many students also Café Space: Students agreed that
more
favoured the study carrel example the café is used much more for socard with more comfortable ma- cial engagement rather than study
teriality and described it as some- and should thus be a ‘fun’ place
where they could stay and work to hang out. The existing chairs
for a sustained period of time. The in the café are uncomfortable and
option of self-adjustable lighting awkward to sit in whilst eating or
talking to others. Long communal
within the carrel was popular.
tables were favoured among half
Private Reader Space: Bookable the group. The ‘fun’ nature of the
study rooms are convenient and pop out café displayed in the presallow for an ownership of space entation appealed to the majority
as well as the option to ‘dedicate of students.
yourself to the job at hand free
from distraction’. Postgraduate The discussions with students restudents are the most common inforced and added detail to the
user of these spaces and appre- behavioural findings of the ethciate having them. An openable nographic studies. Coupling this
window and adjustable lighting research together I was now able
was favoured within these spaces. to create a design brief.
29
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ENGAGING WITH
ARCHITECTURE
STUDENTS
The Templeman Library project
sits less than 100m from the Kent
University School of Architecture. Both in the architectural
project and the ThinkSpace
research project I wanted to give
students the opportunity to get
inolved to learn from and contribute to the project.

'design day'. The students were
split into groups of five or six
and on the first day were asked
to research a particular aspect of
the university library from topics
including: changing study patterns; new technologies; comfort
and atmosphere. On the second
day the students worked in their
groups to develop an interior or
The engagement with the arfurniture scale design intervention
chitecture school was four fold:
for the university library. They
Project lectures on the developing were asked to create a concept
design; Studio design project for a drawing, physical model and 3D
library extension and reinvention; digital model/diagram showing
Site visits to the library construc- the integration of acoustic, lighttion site; Research Charette. Of
ing and power were applicable.
these, the ThinkSpace research
most informed the Research
The charette culminated in a
Charette. This was a two day
whole year crit with lively discusevent for the full second year BA sion around the idea, need and
course. Planned and executed
future of the university library
in collaboration with Dr Henleaving the inspiring impression
rik Schoenefeldt, the two days
that the library could be anywere split into 'research day' and where and made of anything.
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< Scenes from the final crit at Student Research and Design Charette
at Kent School of Architecture
> A selection of student design projects from the ThinkSpace Research Charette at Kent School of Architecture in March 2014.
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^ Using cardboard modelling and 3d model in tandem, students
tested out different combinations of tessellations - Students: Xenia
Popova, Lily Sherlock, Thomas Taylor, Jasmine Young
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^ From an anology of a knowledge tree to an interior structure created from individual study areas, the students explored how individual
furniture elements impact the overall interior - Students: Natasha
Ho, Andrea King, Alberte Lauridsen, Aaron Pedliham, Holly Seager,
Charlie Whittington
38
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^ Taking landscape as an inspiration students explored how the interior landscape might flow through furniture rather than furniture sitting
as discrete objects in the interior - Students: Aimee Thompson, Jill
Murray and Billy Radford
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^ Integrating power, data and acoustics into a private study space.
Students: Reem Yassin, Tomiwa Oluade, Kumi Rizvi, Eva Nella, Orhan
Unlu, Zuzana Sojkova
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^ Exploring organic form to enable different ways of sitting for studying and resting in the library. Students: Amanda Cox, Leonardo Ali,
Zain Aljamea, Yin Ping Lung, Sebastian Ferrao
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HOW CAN STUDY SPACE IN THE
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY BE DESIGNED
TO SUPPORT CONTEMPORARY
MULTI-PROGRAMME USE?

45

INDIVIDUAL
VERSUS
COLLABORATIVE
How can interior
design help balance
the tensions between focussed individual work and the
social collaboration
involved in peer-topeer learning?
15
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FLEXIBILITY
How can we design
flexibly, facilitating
layouts for reader
space and relating
the individual study
module to the overall architecture?

47

SERVICES
How can services data, light, power
and acoustics - be
integrated to create
an individually adaptable microspace
that balances functional requirements
with aesthetic appeal?

The findings of the ethnographic phase and interactions with
students resulted in a set of contemporary behaviours that impact
the design of the library. The next
stage of the project set out to research through design, ready to
test and fail and try again.
I honed a set of design questions
that draw from the historical, contextual and ethnographic research
to set out a challenge that could be
tackled through design. The key
and overiding question is ‘How can
study space in the university library be
designed to support contemporary multi-programme use?’
This central question is broken
down into three subquestions:
‘How can interior design help balance
the tensions between focussed individual
work and the social collaboration involved in peer-to-peer learning?’;
‘How can we design flexibly, facilitating
layouts for reader space and relating the
individual study module to the overall
architecture?’;

‘How can services - data, light, power
and acoustics - be integrated to create an
individually adaptable microspace that
balances functional requirements with
aesthetic appeal?’

some excellent examples of study
spaces, particularly for group
work. New off-the-shelf solutions
currently being offered by manufacturers tackle power integration
and the need for acoustic absorpBefore launching into design to re- tion.
spond to the questions above, lets
consider how current academic However these pieces tend to be
library furniture responds to the space-inefficient and inflexible as
questions. The images below show they are often derived from office-,
examples of typical library fur- rather than library-, specific precniture that have been installed in edents. In an office setting, based
the last twenty years or so and are on British Council of Offices
still in place and used today. These analysis, a density per person of 6
more traditional solutions don’t – 10 m2 is the norm for open plan
meet current design criteria: they space, whilst for university librarstruggle to integrate new technol- ies a briefed density of 3m2 per
ogies and have a lack of consider- person is typical (based on recent
ation of what the overall space will briefs for Universities of Kent,
look like.
Manchester and Portsmouth. This
limits the number of large pieces
Crucially, however, this simple, that can be used whilst maintainmass market furniture, is afforda- ing density.
ble and it is what as a designer,
user client or specifier you may Another key issue to consider is
find that furniture budgets are still the price point with pieces such as
based on.
these being difficult to justify with
constrained funding.
In more recent years as so many
universities have expanded and Architects have designed bespoke
renewed their libraries we can see solutions which can be effec-

tive. Examples are shown on the
spread overleaf including interesting pieces designed by architects
Hawkins Brown from Coventry
University where the use of bespoke joinery creates characters
in the space, balancing individual
and group work.
At University of the Arts, London architects Stanton Williams
have designed a system of flexible
seating that enables different layouts for group work and houses
integrated power. Bespoke examples such as these can however,
suffer from high costs, low levels
of R&D which can lead to a heaviness/clunkiness in design, and a
lack of scalability as each piece is
project specific.
Overall, we can see that a very different library interior is emerging
to meet needs that have developed
over time. The challenge of how
to design this new library interior for current needs and future
change set out the goal for the
next phase of the research.

v London Metropolitan University
Library Quiet Study Area, 2013
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^ University of Manchester Library, Quiet Study Area, 2014
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v Furniture for Group Study
From bespoke pieces designed
by Architects to purpose made
furniture kits the market has
addressed the rise of group
study environments over the last
decade. Issues in robustness,
clunkiness, ease of adjustment
and price point remain.
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Isis | T41 tables and power pole
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Bene | Parcs Causeway

Stanton Williams | Bespoke
University of the Arts, London
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Boss | Warwick

Martela | Salmiakki tables
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Martela | Pod Meeting

60

Vitra | Map tables
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Hawkins Brown | Bespoke
University of Coventry
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In setting out to specify furniture
for the University of Kent library
I found that contemporary university libraries source furniture
from a supplier range that cater
to either schools or offices and
not to universities specifically.
The increase in university project
triggered in part by student fee
increases in 2011 has seen a new
market for university specific furniture that combines the function-

Vitra | Alcove

ality of educational furniture with the outset of the project which are
the acoustic, power integration now already at market.
and ingenuity of the best of office
furniture providers.
Some key issues remain however,
the first is price point, the gulf
During the two year period of between school specific and office
this research project the top of- specific furniture remains signiffice workplace furniture providers cant, a flexible table on castors for
have all geared up their designs to example may be sold at around
be relevant to the university study £100 per unit by a school furnienvironment with new products ture provider but £500 per unit
that I could identify a need for at by a workplace furniture provid-

v Furniture for Show & Tell
The rise of peer-to-peer learning
means an increased need for
interior settings that facilitate
knowledge sharing through presentations. From whiteboards on
wheels to office derived dedicated meeting tables with integrated
screens issues remain with cost,
lack of robustness and aesthetics.

v Furniture for studying together in silence
It could be forgotten in the rise
of group spaces that a good deal
of study is still carried out by
individuals quietly entering their
own zone of focussed study yet
in an open plan area. The market
offers a range of simple desking
and seating, derived from office
spaces, with different options for
sitting and standing. Demarking
an individual space, offering ways
to display and spatialise knowledge and providing sufficiently
robust integral power and lighting
fixtures remain challenges for the
univeristy library.

v Furniture for private group
study
Enclosed private rooms are gold
dust in the university library, popular and ever booked out. The
ability to make pop-up ones when
needed meets a university need
but which furniture provider can
do this at a budget?

v Furniture for private individual study
Student workshops and library
observation showed that an
individually demarked, adjustable micro-environment are still
extremely popular in the university library. Issues are tessellation
in the overall space, cost and
robustness are the most difficult
to resolve in this area.
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BuzziSpace | BuzziHive
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Martela | Pinka

Steelcase | MediaScape
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Orange Box | Air

Martela | Phone Booth
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62

Knoll| Scribe Whiteboard
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Vitra | Table clusters
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63

Lewis & Hickey | Bespoke
University of Edinburgh

er. Design focussed (traditionally) workplace furniture providers
are beginning to understand and
straddle the gap for example the
Orange Box now provide ergonomically adjustable chairs at a
leaner price point.
The second issue is functionality
and power/data integration. The
behaviours in the ethnographic
phase showed a need for furniture
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Martela | Framery

BuzziSpace | BuzziVille (two
configurations)

The innovative Salmiakki alternative from Finnish furniture supplier Martela meets the issue around
size generosity but lacks the power
integration that is critical for university students demands.

is a hard brief to conquer. Many
of the office type furniture products are upholstered or articulated
with small components leading to
easy albeit unintended breakage
from the intense use at the university.
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Steelcase | FrameOne Benching

to enable students to spatialise
their knowledge. The ISIS T41 table, for example, is a versatile flexible table that integrates a central
power pole to provide a group environment, this is directly aimed at
the school environment however
so althought available in effectively adult size at the top of its size
range it is limited in the workspace
area in enabling a student to spatialise work across the desk space.

The third issue is robustness. The
24hr university library environment is unforgiving and teaming
this with a need for a fresh, contemporary and adult environment

These three issues of value; functionality and robustness are part
of the design brief for prototyping
in the next stage of the research.
18
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After gathering together information on how people are using
the library differently, how that
is changing the space and what
challenges remain I wanted to
map this new library as a total
landscape. I imagined and drew a
hypothetical library terrain where
many different settings hang to-

gether, each setting supports different types of activities, showing
furniture and props that support
mapping knowledge, working in
groups or alone and creating a micro space perfect the task at hand.

spatial and furniture typologies.
Take for example the hum drum
library desking which is imagined
here with an inclined central support that as well as making a more
private space allows books, tablets, paper to be displayed. The
Infused into the drawing are small library terrain is injected with
adjustments to already available places for display of knowledge,
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THE LIBRARY LANDSCAPE IS A KIT
OF PARTS

on an exhibiton basis but also for
temporary use as groups and individuals consider how to tackle
their projects for the hour or more
study time they have in the library.
Adjustments to screens sees a propped position on the floor.
space for planting. An undulating
carpet peels up to provide desk- The library landscape is a kit of
ing for those preferring a lying or parts that contains the essential

components of the contemporary
library space. In the 'real world'
these components can be a mix of
furniture, some off peg, some ad-

justed and adjustable, some items
bespoke. It creates both a menu of
settings and a series of potential
design projects.
20
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^ Design concept drawing showing tessellating carrels
< Design concept drawing showing the individual carrel
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The next stage in the research
was to develop a design through
prototyping at 1:1 scale. Given
the small scale of the project and
the time constraints my strategy
was to choose one of the settings
that formed part of the Library
Landscape drawing to develop as
a prototype.
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I focused on the individual study
space because it is an area where
office derived similar products for
partitioning and enclosure just
don’t meet university needs. The
office type products are space hungry and have a price point that is
simply unaffordable, at thousands
of pounds per carrel its hard to
justify against a £60 table and
The current spaces and market chair combination from a standresearch in the preceding pages ard office supplier.
show that Architects and furniture
designers have tackled the impact Office derived similar products
of peer-to-peer learning in the li- that enable a focused booth for
brary in a sophisticated way and people to work alone tend to not
although as we’ve seen this can be be robust enough for the university
expensive and lacking in density and lack the ability to be grouped
this area is not lacking in exciting together as a cluster which is key
design solutions.
in the university environment so
that students can find groups of
However, less successfully tack- similar study spaces so there is
led is a space for individual focus. more chance there’ll be enough
Thinking back to the chanting space for them to find a spot.
monks, I took the individual carrel
an object to test the research ques- The challenge was to create a contions at prototype level.
temporary version of the carrel.

My goal was to create a carrel that
could tessellate, add flexibility and
character to an overall interior setting, be robust and affordable.
Having fixed on what to design
and what to test the research
questions upon. I started with
free sketching whilst measuring
in 3d modeling, looking carefully
at tessellation and density seeking
to set up a system that could lead
to a family of furniture parts that
easily worked with each other and
other off shelf systems and products.
Then I began mixing the developing designs with the real world.
The drawing to the left shows the
carrel with other interior settings
to create a library landscape at the
University of Kent. In this setting
the carrel needs to function as an
acoustic barrier and has a role in
bring character into the interior
space as a backdrop behind the

regular roles of desking. In addition the settings created by the mix
of seating including the carrels
must overall bring a good density
of space (1 space per 3m2 on average) to provide enough seating for
the anticipated number of users.
As I developed the design through
sketching and digital 3D techniques I was also seeking a method
of prototyping and manufacture.
I'm inspired by the new accessibility of laser cutting, 3d printing
and cnc cutters which have recently appeared across London.
This maker revolution – the idea
that it has become so simple and
straightforward to manufacture
products - became an inspiration
both for prototyping and manufacture.
These new digital techniques also
give us back the possibility of the
tailor made because its now economically viable to make a one off
or a small batch rather than having to manufacture thousands of
standardized products to get the
unit cost down.
Because designs can easily be
shared online and produced locally in maker shops the new techniques allow product design to
go open source enabling a design
to be iterative and developed by
many. This offers real potential
for architects where quite heavy
one off joinery pieces are often designed when we could build upon
and share techniques.
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^ Design sketch showing the
carrels in the context of the
Univeristy of Kent new extension
furniture plan.
> 1:20 scale laser cut models of
the carrels tessellating.
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v 1:20 laser cut models of the
carrels in flat form.
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PROTOTYPING AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE
DESIGN AND CONSULTATION PROCESS
To begin the prototyping phase
I developed the carrel design
model in CAD (ArchiCAD) then
tested it out at scale using a laser
cutter, testing out different shapes
and different combinations at this
stage. This all sounds straightforward now but it took some consideration of which method was
best to use. Initially I was keen to
use 3D printing in some way but
it proved too brittle for small-scale
modeling and too disconnected

from the end product to fit in the people testing it, so I wanted it
timescales I needed for this pro- to be clearly read as a prototype
ject.
rather than a half finished design.
In using cardboard I could make it
I then moved up to 1:1 scale and clear that it was temporary. In adcarried out the prototyping exer- dition this choice made it versatile,
cise twice. In both cases I used a it was possible to cut and adjust
double skin cardboard, that can once made, very light so possible
be cut from a CAD drawing like to handle alone and recyclable at
a print.
the end.
I drew the form as a 3d drawing
My intention was for the proto- and then worked backwards to
type to be very accessible to the make the flat pack 2D drawing,

there are no instructions for this,
just trial and error. Given the scale
of the piece and the cost (affordable but not affordable enough to
waste) there was no way to test it
without making it so with a deep
breathe I sent it off to the cutters.
The prototype was installed along
with a series of furniture samples
and an exhibition for the scheme
and research in the University of
Kent library. It was the first test of
whether it would even stand up –
with relief it pretty much clicked
into place and the cardboard was
extremely strong so it was usable
as a study space. The piece was
kept in place and monitored for
one full day, then it was left for two
weeks for students to use.
The prototype design avoids glue
and uses extra cut pieces as locks
so that the whole thing can be taken apart and packed down.
I used a mixture of conversations

^ ArchiCAD model of early stage
carrel
< 2D CAD drawing for cutting
template of cardboard 1:1 prototype.
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and feedback postcards (see images opposite right) to get people’s
ideas and comments on the prototype. Key findings are: different
people preferred different heights
of screens and enclosure; the first
prototype include a view out of
the carrel, this was loved by some
and hated by others; the layout
space was well recieved and the
overall size of the piece was noted
as generous which was interesting
as the dimensions were based on
only 1000mm wide matching the
existing study carrels at the library;
Materials were discussed and the
potential for natural light if made
in opaque acrylic was supported
again by some, not by others.
The second iteration of the prototype carrel was made in exactly
the same way with the following
design developments:
• The amount of material was
honed – reduced and rearranged to fit on two standard
size 2.4m x 1.2m sheets (anticipated a ply, MDF or multiwall plastic sheet for the final
product.
• Dimensions were tweaked to
enable the assembled product
to fit through standard doors
(in two pieces, the back screen
to be removed prior to moving).
• The screens were adjusted to
enable different layouts and
to offer the possibility of moving the screen to the rear, this
responded to user feedback
on the view out of the screen
- liked by some people but not
others.
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The prototype design is:
screens at around 1200
high enabling enclosure when
a person is sitting down but not •
blocking view as you walk through
a space
• shaped desk surface allowing
more positions for a person
siting at the desk
• elongated desk surface to one •
side with a notch in the surface giving a space to prop
and display books, tablets etc
• shaped overdesk shelf for •
spreading out books, papers

and drinks set at the right
height for opening a lap top
beneath
integrated light and power
but both off shelf components
so that they are easily updateable and to keep the cost of
the overall module at a minimum
a whiteboard surface at the
screen on the rear to enable
mapping of thoughts and ideas
a low shelf under the whiteboard surface
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The prototype will now be developed with manufacturers to be included in the University of Kent
library scheme and perhaps others
beyond. It is likely to manufactured using CNC cutting with ply
bending to create the curved edges though other materials such as
translucent acrylic are being considered. The following pages show
a timelapse of the carrel in use.

The second prototype was installed in the Penoyre & Prasad
studios for a months worth of
testing by colleagues, consultants,
clients and visitors.

^ 1:1 Cardboard carrel in use at
University of Kent Templeman
Library
> Right - cardboard exhibition
display; Far right - feedback/
assessment postcard to assess
the prototype and other furniture
samples.
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Through the ThinkSpace project
I’ve been able to employ action research techniques of ethnography
and end user interaction in tandem with a live project to bring insight into how the changing needs
of students today are impacting
the design of the interior and furnishings of the university library.

design.

However, this exercise takes only
one component of the contemporary library landscape that I
imagined at the beginning of the
design phase. There is huge potential to use similar techniques to
address each of the library settings
on this drawing – making each
Through ethnography I have one better able to support student
observed emerging behaviours needs.
(making do, lolling, spatialising
and space hopping) that indicate a Consultation and knowledge sharchange in how students are using ing has been integral to the design
the university library. The insights research process including univerfound through direct student in- sity students in participant and
teraction reinforces the observa- design workshops and exhibiting
tional work and provides back- the research as part of its develground into the drivers behind opment.
behavioural change (peer to peer
learning, new technologies, great- As this project draws to a close, it
er expectations due to rising fees). is suggestive in a number of ways.
First is the typology of the contemAs a result of the ethnographic porary university library which
research I have established a de- now permeates university campus
sign brief that asks key questions beyond its walls and into any space
around flexibility, individuality that a student may study. Zooming
and power integration to explore out from the focussed micro-space
how the contemporary library under question in this project we
may be designed today. In re- can consider the univeristy and its
sponse an overall design theme of host town or city as potential sites
the library landscape was devel- for spaces to capture the focus and
oped to create a design framework calm that a library brings.
in response to the design brief.
Second, is the idea of research in
Through prototyping, I’ve ex- practice – this project has been replored one small module of the ally fortunate to have the two eleuniversity library at a direct and ments – a live project and research
physical level. In this area the aspect in tandem – but this also
innovation has been to create has its challenges– its hard to balsomething that is cheap to manu- ance and it get it right within the
facture, easy to assemble, possible time. As a practitioner I find it vito tessellate and simple to tailor in tal to nuture and develop content

to fuel design work both in tandem with projects and in advance
of the next project. Finding the
time to experiment is the crucial
element that is often difficult to fit
into a practice’s strategy.
The third direction arising from
this work is a desire to develop and
follow this new ability to design
and make in a very a direct way
– what does that mean for architects, designers and enthusiasts?
To be able to draw something in
CAD and to have a very simple
way of getting this made – what
power does that bring to us and
what responsibility do we have to
develop our skills more?
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